REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

Corrigendum

Note by the Secretary-General

The Secretary-General submits the following corrigendum to the Executive Council.

---

This working document is for consideration before the Executive Council session. Delegates are requested to bring their copies with them to the meetings.
REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

Corrigendum

The paragraph concerning the meetings of the Regional Commissions on page 10 should have the following reading:

- 27-29 April, Damascus, Syrian Arab Republic, twenty-sixth meeting of the Commission for the Middle East, which allowed an in-depth discussion of the issue of the proliferation of travel advisories, already mentioned above, and on which the Regional Commission wishes to draw the attention of the Executive Council so that it can decide how to act on the reflections issuing from the Commission. The meeting in Damascus coincided with a terrorist attack in the city, and the Secretariat naturally made an effort to help the Government of Syria to send out, in these difficult circumstances, the appropriate communication to limit its impact on the country's tourism industry.

- 10-13 May, Mahe, Seychelles, forty-first meeting of the Commission for Africa, which made it take stock of the satisfactory completion of the first phase of the specific programme for sub-Saharan Africa;

- 19-21 May, Rimini, Italy/San Marino, forty-second meeting of the Commission for Europe and Seminar on the future of traditional destinations - Is their experience relevant to emerging countries in Europe? This is a joint and exceptional invitation on behalf of the two Member States;

- 10-12 June, Siem Reap, Cambodia, forty-first meeting of the Commission for East Asia and the Pacific, immediately preceding a ministerial meeting of the member countries of the region, to be held in Hué (Viet Nam);

- 24-25 June, forty-second meeting of the Commission for the Americas, to be held at Headquarters as it is not possible to hold it in Haiti as was initially planned;

- 6-7 July, Colombo, Sri Lanka, 45th meeting of the Commission for South Asia.